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EPA eroding New Source Review program, former official says

(October 31, 2019) - The Environmental Protection Agency is eroding its New Source Review permitting program — a Clean
Air Act program requiring up-to-date air pollution controls on new and expanded facilities with air emissions — according to
a report by Harvard Law School's Environmental and Energy Law Program.

"Most of these actions have been issued with little fanfare, often without analysis of their potential effects and without
acknowledging or revealing clearly to the public that many of the actions have a cumulative or compounding effect on each
other and thus on the effectiveness of NSR," Janet McCabe, head of the EPA's air office during the Obama administration,
Joseph Goffman and William Niebling said in a white paper released Thursday.

Goffman is executive director of the Environmental & Energy Law Program and Niebling is a Washington, D.C.-based senior
associate at Lippes Mathias Wexler Friedman LLP.

Under the Trump administration, the EPA has narrowed what counts as a pollution source, partly by redefining "adjacency" so
facilities that operate as one unit may still count as two sources if they are not next to each other, according to the white paper,
"EPA's Attack on New Source Review and Other Air Quality Protection Tools."

The agency has also limited what emissions are counted when determining whether pollution controls are required for projects.
The EPA, for example, changed the rules for power plants so they can avoid NSR if their hourly emissions decrease even if
their annual emissions increase, the report said.

The EPA isn't carefully reviewing permit applications, is easing monitoring requirements and is removing strict limits on toxic
emissions in some cases, according to the report.

"By creating easy avenues for projects to avoid NSR or undercut its requirements, EPA is increasing the chances that projects
that should include additional pollution control will be constructed without it," McCabe, Goffman and Niebling said.

The EPA is making many of the changes outside of rulemakings, which require public scrutiny, the report said.

"Many of the NSR dismantling actions are non-binding guidance documents, exchanges of letters with outside parties, or other
means of changing policy that fall outside the rulemaking process," McCabe, Goffman and Niebling said.

By Ethan Howland, CQ Roll Call
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